Current Advances in Seed Orchard Layouts: Two Case Studies in Conifers
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Abstract: Currently, there has been an increasing demand on seed orchard designs with respect to mitigating inbreeding in advanced generations or facing severe mortality at sites. Optimum Neighborhood Algorithm design (ONA) excels in solving these issues, as shown in two case studies. The first demonstrates the application of the ONA for populating empty positions in an existing orchard. Following this concept, the ONA can be used for upgrading existing orchards, where only high-value parents are retained and new parents are introduced, thus avoiding the genetic penalty associated with the establishment of new-generation seed orchards. The second illustrates benefits of combining the ONA with the Minimum Inbreeding (MI) seed orchard design. Utilizing the MI, distances among clonal rows of selected clones were maximized on the orchard grid while the remaining single-tree positions were populated by ONA.
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1. Introduction

The main task of seed orchards is to ensure the production of abundant and frequently harvested genetic-quality seed for reforestation, without scarifying genetic gain and diversity [1]. Clonal orchards are the most common type, as they secure the transmission of the selected genes to the seed crops [2]. For cost saving and management ease, seed orchards are generally wind-pollinated. Therefore, the location of individual clones' members in the orchard's grid is one of the main factors affecting the mating pattern and the quality of the resulting seed yield [3]. The main requirement for clonal seed orchard design is to maintain adequate distance among relatives and ramets of the same clone to avoid inbreeding and supporting panmixia. In an effort to meet these demands, most seed orchard designs assume that the most frequent genetic exchange occurs among close neighbors [4].

For several decades, computer-based algorithms have been commonly used for developing seed orchard layouts. One of the most frequently employed programs is the Computer Organized Orchard Layout (COOL), as it systematically maintains predetermined separation distance among clonal ramets [5,6]. Separation among clonal ramets becomes more complicated in advanced-generation seed orchards where the inclusion of related parents is often practiced. To overcome this limitation, the Minimum Inbreeding seed orchard design (MI) was developed [7].
A specific group of seed orchard designs was developed implementing clonal rows, mainly to simplify crop management (e.g., supplemental mass pollination, cone harvest, pest control), cost reduction, and maximize genetic efficiency [8–10]. The clonal row concept was adopted as selfing seems to be negligible [8,9], and some studies highlighted its rather low rate in seed orchards [11–13]. In most conifers, the observed low selfing rate is not surprising considering the high genetic load, inbreeding depression, and unique reproductive biology such as polyembryony [14–16]. The main disadvantage of these designs is the neighborhood effect that occurs between rows. This neighboring effect results in increased correlated paternity [8,9], resulting in violating the panmixia requirement in cases of open pollination management. This problem was partly solved by the Randomized, Replicated, Staggered Clonal Row design (R²SCR) [10]; however, selective pollination and selective seed harvesting can be mostly conducted only for superior clones, so it is not necessary to allocate all clones as clonal rows. In this specific case, it is more feasible to use an approach combining attributes of the MI [7] and the Optimum Neighborhood Algorithm (ONA) [17] designs, which is presented further in the second case study (establishment of the Douglas fir seed orchard).

Currently, there is no available design that allows the improvement of an existing orchard often affected by mortality (due to the rootstock incompatibility, diseases, and pests), which further affects the orchard production capacity. Moreover, there is no tool for improving existing orchards by adding superior individuals after a genetic thinning. In both cases, it is possible to use the ONA as presented here in the first case study, where it was used for a current European silver fir (Abies alba Mill) seed orchard restoration.

In both presented case studies, we capitalize on the advantages of ONA and MI compared to other designs [7,17] from the point of view of minimizing inbreeding and maximizing panmixia. In the second case study, we tested the emerging possibility of combining both algorithms (i.e., ONA and MI). Both designs can be used in situations where an irregular orchard grid of any shape or size and under balanced or unbalanced clonal size exists, which is an important condition as it capitalizes on the possibility of combining both algorithms [17,18].

2. Materials and Methods

The MI design is based on the industrial concept of “Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP)”, with input parameters provided within the C-matrix (intensity of separation between individuals) and the D-matrix (distances among all positions). Therefore, the spatial distribution among individual trees is a function of their genetic relatedness extent. The main advantage of the MI design is maximizing the distance among ramets of related clones, which makes it an optimal tool for establishing advanced-generation seed orchards [18]. Second, the QAP global optimization attributes are unique in comparison to the existing layouts (local search algorithms). The recently introduced ONA design is primarily focused on supporting panmixia by optimizing the number of direct neighborhoods among all present clones (probability of pollination among all clones is more or less the same). A panmictic mating pattern is ensured by minimizing close neighborhoods variation among all present clones. A desired state (i.e., the same number of close neighborhoods among all clones) can be attained within the population of the orchard grid following sequential complex evaluation of every possibility through the iterative form of the algorithm. Moreover, ONA can be further combined with other designs because it can easily populate predefined schemes. In these cases, all neighborhoods with occupied positions are considered in the input scheme and are included in the optimization. This became possible through the direct implementation within the algorithm, and thus it became feasible to use the ONA for the improvement of existing orchards [17].

The functionality of the ONA is based on maximizing panmixia by optimizing the size of the neighborhood using the parameter \( \sigma^2_{\text{min}} \) (variance in the number of direct neighbors among all clones) [17]. Contrastingly, the functionality of the MI design is based on maximizing the distance between the selected clones using the parameter \( d_{\text{min}} \) (represents the inverse sum of squares of all
possible distances between any two ramets of the same clone and across all clones) [18]. The parameter $\sigma_{\text{min}}^2$ is used for the resulting evaluation of the respective layouts.

The first case study involved populating empty positions (resulting from mortality of some ramets) in an existing European silver fir seed orchard. The original (remaining) clones were surrounded by ramets available from stock using 600 iterations of the ONA design. In the upgrading process, 46 empty positions were populated by 11 different clones. There were 39 clones of different representations (range: 3 to 9 ramets per clone) in the final scheme. This seed orchard was square-shaped, with spacing of 1:1, and it had 225 positions. The resulting scheme is depicted in Figure 1.

The second case study involved the establishment of a Douglas fir ($Pseudotsuga menziesii$ (Mirb.) Franco) seed orchard with 666 positions with an asymmetrical layout. The orchard’s parental population consisted of 23 clones, with two (#21 and #22) having a common single ancestor (parent). In the resulting scheme, these two related clones represented the main limiting factor (i.e., common ancestry), thus they were first deployed by the MI design in the form of five-tree clonal rows, with clones #21 and #22 represented by 7 and 6 rows respectively (arbitrarily selected). Subsequently, the other clones (#1 to #20) populated the remaining grid positions following the ONA design. Spatial optimization, assuming clonal rows, was performed based on the central position of each row, utilizing the original MI protocol [18]. Square layout was considered with 20 independent iterations of the MI scheme. This setting followed the methodology presented in [7]. In the resulting MI scheme, only clonal rows of related clones were initially placed, and other positions (601 positions) were populated by unrelated clones using the ONA (100 independent iterations), as shown in Figure 2.

The original ONA R code, which can be used for creating basic layouts, is available at: https://katedry.czu.cz/en/kgfld/software.

3. Results and Discussion

The layout depicted in Figure 1 displays the populating of empty positions in the existing European silver fir orchard (with added clones highlighted by white font). The Douglas fir resulting layout, shown in Figure 2, shows successful separation of the related clones (number 22 and 23) in clonal rows.

The qualities of the resulting schemes were assessed from the perspective of maximum panmixia using the parameter $\sigma_{\text{min}}^2$ with values of 0.26 and 5.90 for the European Silver fir and Douglas fir, respectively. In the second case, the higher value of $\sigma_{\text{min}}^2$ was caused by the presence of clonal rows.

In comparison, Chaloupková et al. [17] reported $\sigma_{\text{min}}^2$ values equal to 0.24 and 3.85 for balanced and unbalanced clonal sizes, respectively. The parameter values are similar to the presented case studies, so this comparison shows the functionality of the ONA in these cases (upgrading existing orchards and ONA and MI merging), which are displayed here.

It is worth mentioning that ONA and MI designs have already been compared using the abovementioned parameters with random schemes and the COOL [7], as well as with the $R^2SCR$ design [17].

According to theoretical studies on clonally propagated reproductive material, the population size of 18 individuals should be reasonable and close to “optimal” to safeguard against potential unforeseen contingencies [19]. In an extensive review on the risks connected to clonal forestry, Wu (2018) [20] reports five to 30 clones as a reasonable number, depending on the species. Such population sizes are common for second-generation seed orchards. Therefore, advanced-generation seed orchards can also serve as both gene conservation and seed production units in some cases [21,22]. Several functional examples can be found for such instances in Swedish forestry [20]. However, these studies generally encompassed the random mating and other Hardy–Weinberg assumptions to achieve high genetic variation in forestry. One of the factors influencing the mating pattern in open pollination seed orchards (in addition to seed and pollen production, and reproduction phenology) is the orchard layout [3]. Therefore, the ONA is deemed as a suitable tool for promoting panmixia.
There are additional factors which are detrimental to the genetic quality of seed orchard crop. These include, differences in clonal flowering phenology and fertility influencing the mating patterns and contributions of clones. Both of these factors were investigated in many field studies and are considered to be highly significant [23–25], and even software analyzing floral phenological synchronization in seed orchards was recently developed [26]. However, if the floral phenology is known, then it is possible to include the presumed flowering pattern as the input parameter in the MI design so that panmixia can be promoted during orchard design [7]. Another key factor is the pollen contamination occurrence, which increases the genetic diversity but also decreases the improvement effort efficiency. Molecular tools have been used to quantify the pollen contamination in many studies, and its value ranges from 30% to 40% [27] or it is even higher [28,29]. Unfortunately, the orchard design cannot be used for pollen contamination minimizing. It is known that the most effective method for its elimination/reduction is using greenhouses for maximum isolation, but another, less expensive method is the implementation of specific approaches directly to the breeding program. For example, the “Breeding without breeding” method can be used. In such a case, phenotypic preselection in progeny trials could lead to reduced contamination rates [30–33].
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**Figure 1.** Example of the Optimum Neighborhood Algorithm design for refilling empty positions in an existing orchard. Numbers designate individual clones’ IDs. Numbers in white color represent refilled positions utilizing the ONA algorithm.
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**Figure 2.** Design combining both Minimum Inbreeding and Optimum Neighborhood Algorithm designs. Numbers designate individual clones’ IDs. Numbers in white color represent clonal rows utilizing MI algorithm. Remaining entries where optimized by ONA algorithm.
4. Conclusions

The results show that the presented approach maintains all the advantages of both ONA and MI designs, and thus it is particularly suitable for establishing advanced-generations seed orchards. In addition to combining the advantages of the two designs, this new approach also eliminates the occurrence of the neighborhood effect. The influence of the neighborhood effect decreases when only the clones of the highest genetic gain are placed in clonal rows. These clones can be effectively managed for controlled pollination, which is also more easily applied within clonal rows as compared to orchards of regular layouts.

Equally interesting is the possibility of improving existing orchards by ONA, as demonstrated in the European Silver fir orchard, where ONA was effectively used for dealing with mortality of certain grafts. In a similar fashion, the same concept can be utilized for upgrading orchards after genetic thinning, where only high-value parents are retained and some positions may need to be populated.
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